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In Sicily and Malta autoimmune diseases have a
high prevalence.
For celiac disease a prevalence of 1% is estimated
and in 50% of cases has symptoms within the first 5
years of life, it occurs in both sexes with a higher
incidence among women (60% more than men).

Extragastrointestinal symptoms and autoimmune
complications related to delayed diagnosis result
in high health costs.

Early recognition with an economic test applicable
to the pediatric population can reduce costs.

The diagnosis of celiac disease is based on the
recognition of symptoms, some serological tests
and the diagnostic confirmation with histological
examination of intestinal biopsies. The ESPGHAN
guidelines report the possibility of avoiding biopsy
for the diagnosis of celiac disease in genetically
susceptible children
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Project Overview – main targets, vision and mission
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Results
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autoimmune diseases
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through the
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WP3
Data acquisition
and screening for
celiac disease

Number of children that will be screened
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Conclusions: target groups

Target group 1

Health companies

−

~ 130 + 3 (Sicily and Malta)

Target group 2

Doctors

−

~ 800 + 70 (Sicily and Malta)

Target group 3

People to be screened

−

~ 20000 maltese minors
~ 2000 sicilian minors

−

Conclusions: main outputs
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Conclusions

1) Common Challenge is enhancing health and quality of life, by improving the diagnosis of autoimmune diseases (MAI), third in
the world after cardiovascular and cancer for incidence, with a focus on the study of celiac disease in the Mediterranean.
2) Overall Objective is activate a network between research and productive environments in the healthcare sectors to
develop innovative ICT Tools for the diagnosis of MAI, and related technology transfer tools.
Expected change concerns the anticipation of diagnosis time through the optimization of the diagnostic path.
3) The two main outputs produced are:
Database and innovative ICT tools to support the diagnosis of celiac disease for Healthcare delivery services;
Technology transfer services by modeling production processes based on the project’s results for health companies and
specialized enterprises;
4) Adopted approach is:
-interdisciplinary (doctors, biologists, physicists, computer scientists, engineers)
-cooperative (universities, hospitals, institutions, PMI)
-cross-border: the MAI have both genetic and environmental risk factors, the advantage of comparative analysis with similar
populations but with different lifestyles, such as Sicily and Malta, improves understanding of their pathogenesis in relation to
genetic and environmental profiles.
5) Project is original in three aspects:
-structural: currently data interpretation from diagnostic tests is subjective and requires a double reading. Database with
heterogeneous metadata test for the diagnosis of MAI and in particular celiac disease, available to the scientific community for
epidemiological studies, development of automated diagnostic systems and Knowledge transfer has to be delivered;
-procedural: validation of diagnostic guidelines to possibly avoid biopsy in children has to be provided;
-technological: validation of an artificial intelligence-based system to support clinical decisions in celiac disease’s diagnosis has
to be developed.
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